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TopicsTopics
•• Basics and Overview of HerschelBasics and Overview of Herschel

–– The ObservatoryThe Observatory
–– Some Science GoalsSome Science Goals

•• Herschel and Herschel and SuzakuSuzaku: Two: Two
Examples of Science SynergyExamples of Science Synergy
–– AGNAGN
–– Star formationStar formation

Spitzer and
XMM view of
Orion
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Herschel OverviewHerschel Overview
•• ESA cornerstone observatoryESA cornerstone observatory

–– instruments instruments ‘‘nationallynationally’’ funded, int funded, int’’l - NASA,l - NASA,
CSA, Poland CSA, Poland –– collaboration collaboration

–– ~1/3 guaranteed time, ~2/3 open time~1/3 guaranteed time, ~2/3 open time
•• FIR (57 - 670 FIR (57 - 670 µµm) space facilitym) space facility

–– large (3.5 m), low large (3.5 m), low emissivity emissivity (< 4%),(< 4%),
passively cooled (< 90 K) telescopepassively cooled (< 90 K) telescope

–– 3 focal plane science instruments3 focal plane science instruments
–– 3 years routine operational lifetime3 years routine operational lifetime
–– full spectral accessfull spectral access
–– low and stable backgroundlow and stable background

•• Unique and complementaryUnique and complementary
–– for for λλ < 200  < 200 µµm larger aperture thanm larger aperture than

cryogenically cooled telescopes (IRAS, ISO,cryogenically cooled telescopes (IRAS, ISO,
Spitzer, Spitzer, AkariAkari,,……))

–– more observing time (more observing time (~7000hr/yr for
Herschel) than balloon- and/or air-bornethan balloon- and/or air-borne
instruments (~1000 SOFIA flights per year)instruments (~1000 SOFIA flights per year)

–– larger field of view than interferometerslarger field of view than interferometers
•• Launch in late 2008Launch in late 2008
•• www.ipac.caltech.edu/Herschel/nhsc.shtmlwww.ipac.caltech.edu/Herschel/nhsc.shtml
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A Comparison - Spitzer and Herschel:A Comparison - Spitzer and Herschel:
Basic Niche DifferencesBasic Niche Differences

•• Herschel will advance on questions that requireHerschel will advance on questions that require
–– longer wavelengthslonger wavelengths
–– better spatial resolution at same wavelengthbetter spatial resolution at same wavelength
–– greater spectral resolutiongreater spectral resolution

•• Herschel sensitivity to point source continuum is limited by warmHerschel sensitivity to point source continuum is limited by warm
telescope telescope vsvs. confusion limited for Spitzer. confusion limited for Spitzer
–– Expected 1 hour 5Expected 1 hour 5__ sensitivity is a few mJy for targeted point sensitivity is a few mJy for targeted point

sourcessources
•• Significant improvement over confusion-limited 160Significant improvement over confusion-limited 160µµm ofm of

SpitzerSpitzer
•• Still not well matched to Spitzer 24Still not well matched to Spitzer 24µµm sensitivity for typicalm sensitivity for typical

SEDsSEDs
•• New for Herschel: Heterodyne capability from 157 to 625New for Herschel: Heterodyne capability from 157 to 625µµmm

–– Resolution in range 0.3 to 300 km/sResolution in range 0.3 to 300 km/s
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Spatial Resolution: SpitzerSpatial Resolution: Spitzer
vsvs. Herschel. Herschel

•• Herschel offersHerschel offers
same spatialsame spatial
resolution atresolution at
~4 times the~4 times the
wavelengthwavelength

•• SurfaceSurface
brightnessbrightness
sensitivitysensitivity
sufferssuffers
proportionatelyproportionately

Spitzer

Herschel
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Spectroscopic Capability

Spitzer
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Some Herschel Science GoalsSome Herschel Science Goals

Galaxy evolution and
energetics – normal,
starburst and AGN

Origin of the
molecular
Universe

Star formation and the
life cycle of  interstellar

matter

Solar system: giant planets,
comets and solid bodies

Statistics and physics of
early galaxy formation
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M 33

24µm 70µm 160µm

M 81

24µm 70µm 160µm

24µm

70µm

160µm

NGC 55

Spatial
Resolution
Example:
Galaxies in
all 3 MIPS
bands

Relative PSF size

Because of warm telescope, Herschel will have
limited surface brightness sensitively compared to
Sptizer/MIPS. You observations might differ….
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•• View of AGN depends onView of AGN depends on
inclinationinclination

•• Optical/UV light: obscuredOptical/UV light: obscured
when edge-onwhen edge-on

•• Traditional surveys:Traditional surveys:
optical/UV, soft X-rayoptical/UV, soft X-ray

•• Hard X-ray/IR/radio surveysHard X-ray/IR/radio surveys
see allsee all

Herschel/SuzakuHerschel/Suzaku: One Example -- AGN: One Example -- AGN
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AGN Unification Model: nuclear regionsAGN Unification Model: nuclear regions
X-ray source

Accretion Disk:
OUV +soft X-ray

emission

Dusty material:
near+mid IR

emission

X-ray reflection off
cold/warm material

Scattered,
polarized light

BROAD LINE
REGION

NARROW
LINE
REGION

Type 1

Type 2
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Example -- Obscured AGN:Example -- Obscured AGN:
NNHH  ~ 10~ 1021 21 - 10- 102424 cm cm-2-2

•• The AGN Basics:The AGN Basics:
––  Numbers: geometry of central regions Numbers: geometry of central regions
––  Properties: information on obscuring material Properties: information on obscuring material
––   Insights: ULIRG power source (AGN or SF?), origin of background,Insights: ULIRG power source (AGN or SF?), origin of background,

history of Star Formation and Accretionhistory of Star Formation and Accretion
–– Tools: Fluxes and spectral slopes, IR fine-structure linesTools: Fluxes and spectral slopes, IR fine-structure lines

•• No single AGN populationNo single AGN population  (Alexander et al. 2003, (Alexander et al. 2003, Rosati Rosati et al. 2002):et al. 2002):

–– Type 2 Type 2 AGN/QSOs AGN/QSOs (Norman et al 2002,(Norman et al 2002,  Kim et al. 2006)Kim et al. 2006)

–– Compton-thick AGN Compton-thick AGN ((Polletta Polletta et al. 2006)et al. 2006)

–– XBONGS XBONGS (Fiore et al. 2000, Kim et al. 2006)(Fiore et al. 2000, Kim et al. 2006)

–– Obscured type 1 AGN Obscured type 1 AGN (Wilkes et al 2002(Wilkes et al 2002))

–– Optically Highly Polarized Type 1 AGNOptically Highly Polarized Type 1 AGN  (Smith et al. 2002)(Smith et al. 2002)
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•• ““UnbiasedUnbiased”” Survey - Survey -
Chandra/SWIRE (Chandra/SWIRE (Polletta Polletta etet
al 2006al 2006))
–– Spitzer: Spitzer: Lockman Lockman Hole region ofHole region of

SWIRE 11 sq.deg.SWIRE 11 sq.deg.
•• 5, 9, 43, 40, 230 5, 9, 43, 40, 230 µµJy Jy 5 5 σσ limits limits

at 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, 8.0,at 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, 8.0,  24 24 µµmm

–– Chandra: 0.6 sq.deg.Chandra: 0.6 sq.deg.
contiguous, 70 contiguous, 70 ksecsksecs, , CenteredCentered
on Deepest VLA imageon Deepest VLA image
•• X-ray flux limit: 2x10X-ray flux limit: 2x10-16-16 erg cm erg cm-2-2

ss-1-1

–– Find: 25Find: 25  Compton-thick Compton-thick AGNsAGNs
degdeg-2-2; two most luminous; two most luminous
Compton thick AGN at high Compton thick AGN at high zz..
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Herschel/SuzakuHerschel/Suzaku: A 2nd example: A 2nd example
-- star formation-- star formation

•• Formation of stars in various environments and ultimately of planetary systems,Formation of stars in various environments and ultimately of planetary systems,
is still very much one of the fundamental problemis still very much one of the fundamental problems in astrophysicss in astrophysics

–– primary goals of Spitzer, Herschel, ALMA, 2nd generation VLTI instruments,primary goals of Spitzer, Herschel, ALMA, 2nd generation VLTI instruments,
JWST, etcJWST, etc

•• Young stellar objects (Young stellar objects (YSOsYSOs) are powerful and highly variable X-ray emitters.) are powerful and highly variable X-ray emitters.
Origin of X-Ray emission remains uncertain:Origin of X-Ray emission remains uncertain:

–– evidence indicates that X-rays can efficiently irradiate the disksevidence indicates that X-rays can efficiently irradiate the disks

–– theorytheory  says that this will have major effects on disk thermodynamics,says that this will have major effects on disk thermodynamics,
chemistry, stability andchemistry, stability and evolution. X-rays may thus be an important regulator evolution. X-rays may thus be an important regulator
of planetary formation processes. Far-IR and of planetary formation processes. Far-IR and submm submm provide strongprovide strong
diagnostic powerdiagnostic power: SED (dust), lines (gas, chemistry)

–– Suzaku Suzaku and Herschel working togetherand Herschel working together  might be crucial to fullymight be crucial to fully
understanding the formation of stars and of planetary disks.understanding the formation of stars and of planetary disks.

•• Herschel and Herschel and Suzaku Suzaku can give unprecedented insights into the accretion andcan give unprecedented insights into the accretion and
outflow processes and role played by magnetic fields. Also,  ALMA will provideoutflow processes and role played by magnetic fields. Also,  ALMA will provide
complementary views on the effects of stellar radiation on proto-planetary disks.complementary views on the effects of stellar radiation on proto-planetary disks.

•• E.g. Casanova et al 1995; E.g. Casanova et al 1995; Getman Getman et al 2002; Winston et al 2007et al 2002; Winston et al 2007
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A YSO Model: Same picture, different scale?A YSO Model: Same picture, different scale?
X-ray source

Accretion Disk:
UV and X-ray

emission

Dusty material:
IR/submm emission

X-ray reflection off
warm material

Scattered,
polarized light

Emission
line region
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Prospects Summary - HerschelProspects Summary - Herschel

•• Herschel will provide high-resolutionHerschel will provide high-resolution
maps of nearby galaxies, maps of nearby galaxies, PNePNe, star, star
formation regions, SNR, and the localformation regions, SNR, and the local
ISM in the FIR Fine-Structure linesISM in the FIR Fine-Structure lines
–– PDR structure and evolutionPDR structure and evolution
–– Disk evolutionDisk evolution

•• Herschel will detect lines at 0.5% ofHerschel will detect lines at 0.5% of
101012 12 L(sun) galaxies at z~1, requiringL(sun) galaxies at z~1, requiring
~3 10~3 10-18-18 W/m W/m22

•• Herschel will decipher ISM chemistryHerschel will decipher ISM chemistry
with heterodyne precisionwith heterodyne precision

•• All of that will connect Galactic andAll of that will connect Galactic and
extragalactic ISM diagnostics, relateextragalactic ISM diagnostics, relate
them to metallicity, age, evolutionarythem to metallicity, age, evolutionary
state, ISRF, solar system evolution,state, ISRF, solar system evolution,
and numerous other topics and numerous other topics limitedlimited
only by the imagination of theonly by the imagination of the
investigatorsinvestigators…….. And SNR, too!

LMC SNR N49 - Chandra/Spitzer


